REGULARS

EDITORIAL  02
HA SECONDARY NEWS  03
HA UPDATE  04

ARTICLES

08  JANE CARD
The power of context: the portrait of Dido Elizabeth Belle Lindsay and Lady Elizabeth Murray

16  RACHEL FOSTER AND KATH GOUDEIE
‘Miss, did this really happen here?’
Exploring big overviews through local depth

26  ALISON KITSON AND SARAH THOMPSON
Teaching the very recent past: ‘Miriam’s Vision’ and the London bombings

34  TRIUMPHS SHOW
Laura Tilley

36  IAN PHILLIPS
Crime in Liverpool and First World War soldiers from Hull: using databases to explore the real depth in the data

47  NEW, NOVICE OR NERVOUS?

48  POLYCHRONICON
Jenny Barrett

50  KIRSTIE MURRAY
How do you construct an historical claim? Examining how Year 12 coped with challenging historiography

60  MOVE ME ON

64  MUMMY, MUMMY...